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Our office in Brussels 

Avenue Louise 326 

1050 Brussels, Belgium 

Phone +32 2 627 77 60  

Fax +32 2 627 77 61 

brussels@luther-lawfirm.com 

By plane 
From Zaventem Airport, you can reach us by taxi in about 45 minutes. 

By train 

From the train station Brussels-South/Bruxelles-Midi/Brussel-Zuid, you can 

reach us by taxi in about 15 minutes. 

By car 

(Coming from Germany) 
From Germany, you can reach Brussels via Aachen by taking A4. After passing the 

Belgian border, take E40/A3 towards Liège/Luik/Verviers (alternatively, in case of 

a traffic jam: take E314 towards Antwerp/Genk). Keep to the right on E40/A3, in the 

direction of Liège/Luxembourg/E42/Namur/A604/Seraing/Aéroport de Liège. 

Move into the left-hand lane on E40/A3, in the direction of Brussels 

(Brussel/Bruxelles). Keep to the left on E40/A3 towards Montgomery.  

Take the exit on the left-hand side towards Montgomery and enter the tunnel 

(Attention: drive slowly - the tunnel makes a sharp left turn). When exiting the tunnel, 

you will be on Boulevard Brand Whitlock/Brand Whitlocklaan (stay in the left-

hand lane, always follow the road, roughly in the direction of “Ter Kameren”). 

Continue on this road, take the “Montgomery” tunnel, always keep going straight. 

Boulevard Brand Whitlock/Brand Whitlocklaan becomes Sint-Michielslaan/ 

Boulevard Saint-Michel (keep following the road and drive through the tunnel).  

Sint-Michielslaan/Boulevard Saint-Michel becomes Boulevard Louis Schmidt/R21 

(always follow the road, middle lane). Boulevard Louis Schmidt becomes Gen. 

Jacqueslaan/Boulevard Gen. Jacques/R21 (always follow the road, middle lane), 

move into the right-hand lane and take Av. Du Congo/Kongolaan (road makes only 

a slight right turn) towards Centre/Centrum, keep right. Then turn right onto Avenue 

Franklin Roosevelt/Franklin Rooseveltlaan. Follow the road and turn slightly left 

onto Avenue Émile de Mot/Émile de Motlaan (there is a park on your right-hand 

side). Follow the road and turn slightly right onto N24/Avenue Louise/Louizalaan, 

move into the right-hand lane.  

After about 600 metres, move into the right-hand lane and turn right at 

Koningstuin/Jardin du Roi square (before the large pointed bronze sculpture, road 

goes straight on). Continue in this parallel side lane of Avenue Louise and stay in the 

right-hand lane. Turn into the 2nd street on the right-hand side, Vilain XIV-

Straat/Rue Vilain XIV.  

You will find the entrance to the Blue Tower underground car park after 15 metres 

on the right-hand side. Drive into the entrance and ring the bell; the receptionist will 

assign you a parking space. 
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